June 5, 2007

To Whom It May Concern:
My name is Cynthea Kinnaman and I am the owner of ART & SOUL Weddings and Events. It is
my pleasure to recommend Los Primos for any event you are considering.
The working relationship I have had with this group over the past four years has been
outstanding; I have had the privilege of working closely with Juan Lucero and his group on many
events and have nothing but high praises for them. They are consummate musicians and truly
professional entertainers. No one deserved to win “Best of Albuquerque” in 2006 for their unique
style of the mariachi and Trio Romantico than Los Primos!
Los Primos has never failed to delight my clients. From a musical standpoint, they are a
guaranteed crowd-pleaser. Their personalities sing through the music—they love what they do
and it shows. Los Primos are troubadours and a direct reflection of New Mexico’s “Land of
Enchantment.” From the rich harmonies accompanied by the thick sweeping strings of four
guitars—the Spanish guitarra, guitarron, vihuela and requinto—to the variety of their repertoire,
both traditional and contemporary, their music is joyful, infectious and truly enchanting.
Most recently I hired Los Primos to entertain at a private party for Santa Fe clients. When Mr.
Lucero learned that several of the guests were visiting from Puerto Rico and spoke only Spanish,
Los Primos courteously engaged the guests in the language of their home and made sure to sing
“En Mi Viejo San Juan,” which pleased the Puerto Rican guests more than they could say.
From a business standpoint, Juan and the group are an absolute pleasure to work with: from first
point of contact to selecting the music they will perform, to the day of the event and through
follow-up, Juan is an organized, clear communicator and flexible to meet client needs.
Always ready to share the spirit of New Mexico through their music, Los Primos is a state
treasure.
Most Sincerely,

Cynthea Kinnaman
Cynthea Kinnaman, owner, ART & SOUL Weddings and Events
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